MEXICO

HSE Professional Intern | M/F/X

Place of work: O-tek Mexico S.A. de C.V., Aguascalientes/Mexico
Period: 6 weeks | July 2024

ARE YOU READY FOR THE BEST INTERNSHIP ABROAD IN SUMMER 2024?

GO INTERNATIONAL

YOUR JOB

A professional intern responsible for updating process risk analyses by detecting, assessing, and containing potential risks in the manufacturing process of Glass Fiber Reinforced Polyester (GRP/PRFV) pipes and across various supporting processes, including quality, maintenance, raw material storage, and finished product warehousing.

• **Understand and comprehend** the production processes of Glass Fiber Reinforced Polyester (GRP/PRFV) pipes in Mexico.

• **Detect, classify and issue** recommendations to eliminate process risks that could result in losses to personnel and equipment.

• **Create and update** functional materials and information for employee training.

YOUR SKILLS

Strong interest in manufacturing processes, equipment operation, and their interrelation with people.

• **Focus on safety and personal care:**
  - Full conviction that the well-being and safety of individuals are the foundation for any productive system.

• **Communication:** Strong communication skills, establishing effective channels with all levels of the organization.

• **Analysis:** Strong analytical and problem-solving abilities.

• **Languages:** For this internship fluency in Spanish and English is required.

• **Education:** Industrial engineering, production process engineering with a focus on health, safety and environment and production processes.

YOU GET

• A unique internship position

• A top salary of at least 1,440 euros (net)

• A huge kick-start for your career

• Travel and accommodation costs are covered

HAVE WE PIQUED YOUR INTEREST?

Apply online here by March 10, 2024: www.wietersdorfer.com/mexico

YOUR COMPANY

O-tek, an advanced technology company for sustainable solutions in infrastructure, has more than 25 years of experience manufacturing products of Glass Fiber Reinforced Polyester (GRP/PRFV), serving the entire Latin American and Caribbean region. As a technological leader, it prioritizes sustainability by utilizing advanced materials in the production of our diverse range of products. You will be undertaking your internship in Aguascalientes, Mexico, where the company’s headquarters and manufacturing facility are situated. With 150 staff members employed at this location, it is conveniently approximately 500 kilometers away from Mexico City.

Further information about the internship and the general conditions can be found at: www.wietersdorfer.com/go-international
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us: personal@wietersdorfer.com | +43 463 56 676 8024

www.wietersdorfer.com